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I. Executive Summary
Safety: A Problem and a Symptom
At a 2006 National Leadership Team meeting, Chief Dale Bosworth outlined the need to
create what he termed “A Safety Culture for the 21st Century.” Brought about by an
unprecedented convergence of pressures, dilemmas and tragedies, his comments were
an important step in updating and challenging the Agency’s norms regarding safety
standards and actions. As he put it, “We have grieved too often for those who lost their
lives in support of our mission… At the end of the day, I want everyone to go home to
their families.” 1
As one step towards addressing this need, the Agency asked Dialogos International to
train and educate Forest Service Leadership on ways to understand and transform its
safety culture. To that end, between January and April of 2007 we conducted a series of
group sessions and individual interviews with over 400 Forest Service personnel. We
sought to engage a diverse sample of people, both to inquire into and identify underlying
core dynamics that may be causing challenges around safety, and to begin to invite a
new level of discourse and dialogue.
Our efforts have yielded a set of insights that begin to explain these issues--and go well
beyond them. Indeed, nearly everyone we met with found themselves speaking about
issues in the Agency that pointed beyond the presenting challenges of safety. What they
said forms a story that calls for a need to address safety not merely as a phenomenon in
itself, but also as a symptom of a wider set of dynamics that are at the same time both
problematic and highly influenceable. In fact, we would emphasize that there is a
tremendous amount of creativity in the organization; the difficulty is that things end up
working in spite of organization-wide difficulties instead of because of them. Our desire
is to capitalize on this creativity and let it more easily find its way into the organization.
The problems point to a series of forces and factors embedded in the ways people work
and respond to difficulties—what is often called the “culture” of the organization. The
intent of this memo is to identify the patterns that have a direct and immediate impact on
safety and to identify the deeper underlying cultural and organizational patterns that
have kept the Agency from dealing effectively with safety and other significant
challenges.

Background and Methodology
A number of studies on safety have been done over the past several years, including the
Tri-Data survey of 2003, “A View of Safety and Health from the Field” and the “Line

1

Direct quotes from interviews and group sessions are included in the text below in italics.
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Officers’ Views on Stated USDA Forest Service Values and the Agency Rewarding
System,” published by the Pacific Northwest Research Station in 2005. Our analysis is
consonant with the findings presented in both of these, but sought to go beyond them,
both by interviewing a wider range of people, and by seeking to articulate the underlying
causal factors in the culture and ways of working in the Agency that have may have
been causing difficulty.
Our analysis involved a team of Dialogos researchers conducting two types of sessions:
individual interviews with about 100 personnel so far, ranging from ground-pounders to
line officers to Washington Office staff, and group dialogue sessions at Forest Service
facilities in Nevada City, CA, Asheville, NC, and Missoula, MT; at the Albuquerque
Service Center, the Fire Chief Officers’ Conference in Reno, NV and the Safety
Conference in Albuquerque, NM (see Appendix for interview protocol and group session
protocol). Team members have observed sessions during the Fire Doctrine Dialogues in
Sacramento, CA and the Foundational Principles Conference in Utah. Additionally,
Dialogos has conducted smaller retreats with Forest Service leaders in the Cambridge,
MA area as well as meeting with Washington Office leaders.
Most interviews were recorded and transcribed (without attribution). The transcripts were
reviewed and analyzed with key insights documented in a database. Comments and
themes in this report have been taken from interview transcripts, and from interviewerand session-leader notes. Most of those interviewed spoke freely and unreservedly
about their experience—some with decades of association with the Forest Service, and
others with but a few months. The analysis we applied is a combination of system
dynamics causal analysis (see primer on causal loops in the Appendix) and content
coding of transcript data and session notes. We have identified a number of critical
themes ranging from accountability to mid-level leadership to the desire for zero
fatalities—which together weave into a smaller series of dynamics that shape the
Agency.
It’s clear that the Forest Service is a highly complex system. Sometimes it’s hard to
determine which factors cause things, and which are self-reinforcing. As such, the
following diagnostic does not claim to present “truth” but sets out a series of hypotheses,
grounded in data from the interviews and group sessions, outlining the main themes and
how they affect each other. We see this document an invitation to test and refine these
hypotheses through further inquiry.

The Paradox of “Zero Fatalities”
While almost everyone we spoke with would agree with Chief Bosworth’s wishes above,
apparently few within the Agency currently believe it is achievable, given what they hold
to be the Agency’s mission. “Zero fatalities” is often regarded as a noble yet unrealistic
aspiration. (As one interviewee somewhat bluntly put it, referring to this goal, “Good luck!
It would be nice.”) The majority of those we spoke to believe that the Forest Service
activities are inherently dangerous and that fatalities are therefore “inevitable.” There is a
commonly held belief that to think otherwise would mean that the Forest Service is no
longer fulfilling the mission of the Agency. And there are those who say that to make
safety the top priority in words and deeds runs counter to the risk-taking nature of many
of its employees (“We are trying to prevent every little scrape.”). This seems to resonate
particularly with parts of the fire community, which disagree with taking away
“aggressiveness” in fighting fires.
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In our interviews and group sessions we found in general that it was mostly those who
had experienced close losses or who had been on accident investigations who were
most passionate about setting a standard of zero fatalities: “I've seen too many deaths in
the fire community.” While no one was against the concept of reducing the fatality level,
several stated that they thought it unrealistic to think the work will ever be safe enough to
prevent life-ending accidents, be they while fighting fires or driving vehicles. Still others
pointed out that to not set a standard of zero fatalities is to establish a norm that there
will be fatalities. As one observer mentioned, “I wouldn’t dream of assuming that some
members of my own family—my wife and kids—will eventually be killed when we are
driving our car. Why should I think that about life in the Forest Service?” Of those who
voiced opposition to “codifying” a standard of zero fatalities, none were willing to suggest
what they thought an acceptable annual number of deaths might be.
However some people are now asking themselves this question: “What is it in about our
ways of operating and our culture—our way of doing things—that puts people in
situations where they are killed?” This is particularly evident in cases where the
accidents arise out of known and foreseeable circumstances, and yet seem to happen
anyway. Despite statements about inevitable risk, many of the accidents arise not out of
catastrophic and unanticipated difficulties, but out of ones that are often later deemed to
have been foreseeable.
This kind of questioning and rethinking can be found in many creative organizational
settings, where reaching seemingly intractable or unattainable goals has required a shift
of paradigm and significant change in behavior and action. It was, for example, at one
time thought that “quality” and “low cost” could not both be achieved within
manufacturing processes. Toyota has long since proved that in fact one produces the
other, a notion that its competitors have sought to imitate. DuPont has achieved
remarkable safety results, and is considered a leader in the world, not so much because
it implemented new standards, but because it shifted the way every manager thinks
about every action they take. Step changes are possible, but require the organization to
transform its history in order to achieve it.
Yet this requires significant new levels of commitment and leadership. We have found
that simply trying to have the conversation within the Forest Service about this topic —
what is the “right” level of risk taking and what are we willing to do to achieve it — is
difficult and emotionally challenging for many. For example, one group discussion within
the Fire Doctrine process revolved around whether to acknowledge the possibility of
deaths. As one of the participants pointed out, people tended to avoid having a
conversation about the subject, or talked among each other but rarely openly and
together.
In other words, there are real paradoxes around this issue within the Agency. Most
critically, there is as yet less than total agreement around what constitutes a reasonable
set of goals around safety. For some, zero fatalities is an obvious and absolute ambition;
for others, that goal is far more ambiguous and complex; for still others, it is noble
sounding but unattainable—and in some ways, undesirable, if it means sacrificing the
core values and purpose of the Agency as a whole.
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A Safety Problem—Trending Away from “Zero Fatalities”
Reality so far supports the skeptics: Over the years since 1998 (the first year for which
OSHA statistics are publicly available) through the end of the first quarter of this
calendar year, a total of 63—or an average of 6.4 a year—have died in accidents in the
Forest Service (see Appendix for chart with yearly figures). This compares with 24
fatalities in the National Park Service (about 21,500 employees) and 13 for the Bureau of
Land Management (about 11,000 employees) over the same period.
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Figure 1 - Fatalities Over Time

Mapping the yearly fatality rates since 1998 shows that the trend has been towards an
increasing number of fatalities (shown by the blue line on the graph below, leading up to
2007). In contrast, we could also suggest a desired state of zero fatalities, as one group
did when we drew this diagram with them (dashed blue line). We then asked this group
of people what would happen if there were no changes in the current system—that is, if
the existing momentum of the system prevailed. They said they predicted that the
situation would continue and likely get worse, represented by the red line in the diagram.
The “gap” in the diagram below is the one between their desired state and their
prediction of what would happen were there no additional changes in the system.
The question arises: what kinds of changes would be required in the way the current
system operates to enable the baseline of zero fatalities, and not the predictable red line,
to prevail? Our efforts to date have been an inquiry into this gap, and into what we argue
are the forces that are producing the momentum towards increasing fatalities. At the root
of these forces are existing organizational and cultural dynamics, as we discuss below.
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Safety Symptoms—Central Dilemmas in the Agency’s Cultural DNA
Within the Forest Service—as in every organization—a set of hidden rules or structures
dictate the way decisions are made and challenges are met. These are deep
assumptions about how to think and how to act. As part of the cultural “DNA” of the
Service, these largely unspoken structures must be understood and transformed for
changes to be made actionable and sustainable. Our effort has been to draw out these
assumptions and perspectives so that several deeply held patterns of shared belief
about the safety and culture of the Agency can be addressed.
It is difficult to understand why any organization might consistently produce a set of
results no one wants or intends. We find that often, at their core, serious difficulties
emerge in the form of dilemmas or double binds: that is, two truths, both of which appear
valid, and yet both of which seem to be in contradiction with each other. Organizations
where people experience such a series of internal dilemmas or double-binds find
themselves having to make difficult or even unacceptable choices. These kinds of
dilemmas lead to underperformance or unintended results. We see four such critical
“Catch-22” dilemmas operating in the Agency:
1.

Forest Service or Fire Service? Power at the Center or on the Line? The Agency
is experiencing confusion and drift in its central identity and direction, and
ambiguity in the way it allocates power and responsibility. Together these are
leading people to be both unsure of where they stand, and unsure of where the
Agency is heading. First, in recent years there has been emerging uncertainty
about the precise and appropriate direction of the Agency as once familiar and
unified ways of operating have changed. Fire has dominated in some quarters,
environmental or climate concerns in others. Second, there are differences
between the way the center and the line see problems and seek to manage.
There is an executive culture, which sees itself as responsible for balancing all
interests and running an efficient and safe organization, and there is a “line
culture,” which takes as its core identity serving local and regional communities.
Regions often apparently undertake efforts without consultation with the center.
And central initiatives are sometimes seen as optional by regions. While there is
a great deal of mutual loyalty and respect within the organization and its various
divisions, there is an underlying but typically unspoken ambiguity about where
decision-making authority actually lies. This results at times in conflict and
complaint, for instance, around the centralization of accounting services, but also
around decision-making ability about who determines direction and action in the
Agency. It also results in attributions from the center about the line, and the
difficulty of governing a widely dispersed and highly autonomous line leadership.
These forces produce dilemmas for all:
–

If the center cedes too much power to the line, the Agency runs the risk of
greater fragmentation and lack of coordination at a time when there is
increasing pressure for coherent responses to critical issues, whether they
are budget or safety related. However, people believe that if they impose too
much control they believe that they run the risk of losing the central spirit of
autonomy and independence that has led the Agency to be effective and a
leader in its communities.
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–

Unclarity about which part of the organization should provide direction has led
every part to seek to provide direction for the whole, further compounding
mission unclarity and confusion. This in turn affects the tolerance of many
different activities and directions emerging and being followed out, and
ultimately to what we refer to as “initiative proliferation”: attempts to correct
perceived difficulties with disciplined but uncoordinated interventions.

2. Speaking Out or Keeping Silent? A strong sense of community and family, from
which people derive much satisfaction, also appears to contribute strongly to the
failure to name publicly difficult issues and call one another to account. This
problem has been made much worse by external investigations and indictments
that threaten to completely cut off direct and candid exchange. Our analysis
suggests another deep dilemma operating here:
–

If community members speak openly and straight about difficult issues, for
instance hazards in safety-related situations, they may be misunderstood, be
perceived as disloyal, become ostracized, and run the risk of being held
legally accountable. At the same time, the failure to bring out issues raises
issues of personal integrity and responsibility, and likely insures that
fragmentation and error will persist.

3. Working Harder or Working Smarter? Underlying these issues is a continuous
pressure to work harder just to keep up, leaving less and less time and resource
to rethink and shift the way problems are being solved. These deeper problems
require time and a transformation of underlying ways of thinking. Unaddressed
this manifests as apparently necessary costs for suppressing fire escalating in
ways that apparently threaten to overwhelm the Agency’s operational budget.
Addressing this situation and achieving better results seems to require making
nearly impossible choices, such as addressing, on the one hand, the underlying
belief held by some of “inevitable risk” in Agency work, and the perceived value
of and necessity for heroism in accomplishing that work on the other. Another
way this pressure manifests itself is through the “find a way” or “can do” attitude
of the organization, which as it is applied ironically seems to make matters worse
as people work harder and harder to satisfy demands, but never seem quite able
to keep up. These together result in a series of dilemmas:
–

To work less reactively (e.g. spend less money, choose more selectively
which fires to address, and/ or spend more time on reflection and capability
improvement) is typically be perceived as sacrificing the mission of the
Agency for bureaucratic or “corporate” goals); and yet to fail to take the time
to consider a different way of working is likely to cause problems to persist.

–

In the face of this dilemma, people tend to act yet more aggressively to solve
problems, banking on the “can do” spirit of the Agency, which seems to
deepen the above dilemma. The “can do” spirit tends to lead people to say no
even less often, leaving even less time and resource, spreading people more
thinly, and creating yet more risk; and yet to relinquish this attitude is seen as
anathema to people, unlikely to happen since it is a core defining quality of
the Agency’s identity.
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4. Act Locally or Act Globally? The tremendous willingness within the Agency to
address difficulty, combined with the tendency to avoid overt coordination for fear
of limiting autonomy and local ownership, presents another series of dilemmas.
We observe this through the emergence of what we have termed the dynamic of
“initiative proliferation”; numerous and growing attempts to address difficulty that
overlap, use yet more high-level resources, and yet at the same time seem
necessary to address emerging problems:
–

If the center should not or cannot act, responsible individuals must devise
solutions for the organization; and yet each relatively independent and wellintentioned effort creates yet more questions about coordination, resource,
and prioritization. To fail to take action leaves problems on the table, and yet
taking action seems likely to increase problems.

–

This dynamic is further exacerbated by the escalating level of complexity
when it comes to handling operations in a safe manner—combining districts
and vastly increasing driving, as well as the increased complexity of fires.

Each of these dilemmas makes for extremely difficult choices at every level of the
organization. We believe that, taken together, they are a manifestation of an underlying
story about why safety results have been seemingly impervious to change. They are
also reflections of a much more pervasive set of causes that need to be addressed as a
whole, not as separable and separate parts.

The Underlying Core Dynamic
To address safety alone would, in our view, run the risk of confusing a symptom for a
deeper problem and would unlikely be effective: Our analysis suggests that there is an
underlying core dynamic producing not only the difficulties around safety, but also other
symptoms in the organization. The dilemmas named above are ways in which the core
dynamic surfaces. In other words, the core dynamic shapes the flow of observable
actions and events—just like rocks in a riverbed shape the flow of water. This core
dynamic shapes everything, including safety.
Our analysis revealed four domains that act as drivers of this core dynamic: Core
Leadership Alignment and Mission Clarity, Community and Quality of Relationships,
Integrated Capability and Coordinated Execution. Each of these is interrelated and can
work either for or against effectiveness. In addition, each is necessary but none sufficient
by themselves to achieve the desired results. This core dynamic can unfold as a virtuous
cycle or a downward spiral.
What we observed in general are significant gaps in all core domains that produce a
downward spiral, as shown in the diagram below (The “+”-signs indicate a causal
change in the same direction, see also Appendix for a primer on causal loops). For
example, the greater the lack of core leadership alignment and mission clarity, the
greater the breakdown of community. As relationships deteriorate, there is less
investment in capability, and more reactivity as people seek to solve problems without
relying on others. This leads to ever-more fragmented execution, which makes it harder
to formulate a clear mission and to get alignment on it.
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Figure 2 —Core Dynamic Turned Negative

–

Lack of Core Leadership Alignment and Mission Clarity—Lack of overall
and encompassing mission supported by an aligned core of leaders, and
narrow focus on target accomplishment instead (see dilemma “Forest or Fire
Service? Center or Line?”).
The implications for safety: people debate whether this is the “fire service” or
the “forest service”; that is, they experience mission drift. Many remain unclear
about the limits to the mission, leading them to take on responsibilities that put
them in harm’s way, cause over reaching, and lead to unsafe situations (e.g.
fires that are not within Forest Service areas). This also leads to a sense of
being devalued—some fire personnel fear their activities are in line to be
outsourced, harming morale: “The thing I worry about is morale. It is a big
contributor to safety.” In addition, lack of focus translates to not focusing on the
task at hand (“A million things on our minds.”)

–

Breakdown of Community and Quality of Relationships—People feel the
loss of familiar ways of working and a lack of a clear collective bond. This leads
some to seek to return to a “golden era” when there were fewer rules, less
complex ways of doing things and a more collegial atmosphere. There is a
fragmentation of working cultures as people identify with more local settings to
the exclusion of the larger organization; there also is a sense of license for
people to run things as they wish. “We do not picnic together as we once did.”
Formerly strong community bonds become brittle or very inwardly focused at
the expense of the larger Forest Service community, resulting in a climate of
fear and resistance to change. All of this is fueled by the unwillingness to speak
out because of loyalty to “family.” (See the dilemma “Speaking Out or Keeping
Silent?”)
The implications for safety: people don’t point out sources of error or accidents.
“People are afraid to come forward and admit they’ve done anything wrong.
They will be punished.” People do not want to be perceived disloyal by holding
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each other accountable, and people become resistant to new ways of tackling
safety.
–

Limits to Capability—Pressure to produce, and decreasing resources, leads
to an ever-increasing focus on short-term output at the expense of the longer
term, but more ambiguous, efforts to improve efficiency and safety. Everyone is
stretched thin; deep capability does get developed, but only through intense
focus and not as a matter of routine. Work and targets are put before training
and safety. (See the dilemma “Working Harder or Working Smarter.”)
Additionally, the quality of capability development is eroding (less mentoring
and shadowing, more online teaching).
The implications for safety: the perceived erosion of capability is managed by
adding new rules and procedures. This unfortunately can have the unintended
effect of actually diminishing intelligent responses, and causing cascading
patterns of workarounds that are unofficial (but perceived to be necessary)
ways to function. As a result the capability that does exist tends to go
underground or remain unacknowledged, even as people are increasingly
under intense resource constraints. In addition, in many cases people do not
have the appropriate safety capabilities and therefore face situations for which
they are not properly prepared. This is particularly true for catastrophic fires,
where shortcuts and workarounds lead to accidents. People disregard rules or
even common sense, rush and become inattentive. “Urgency is what kills.”

–

Fragmented Execution—The Agency consists of many highly dedicated but
also highly autonomously functioning units. While there are many ties and a
deep common dedication, there are also many independent and relatively
uncoordinated efforts. And because people and resources are stretched thin,
and there is little willingness to openly confront, people attempt to tackle issues
in a local and ultimately fragmented manner. This results in the proliferation of
initiatives. (See the dilemma “Act Locally or Act Globally.”)
The implications for safety: People have been inundated with safety
improvement “efforts” and are largely inured to them at this point. In addition,
there are simply many more people are exposed to higher risks due to
stretched resources, i.e., more driving, and because they have so much on their
plate that their focus and attention level suffers.

One can also see each of these domains working positively—Core Leadership
Alignment and Mission Clarity, Community and Quality of Relationships, Coordinated
Capability, and Integrated Execution, e.g., as core leadership alignment and mission
clarity goes up, the quality of relationships improves. This encourages long-term
investment in integrated capability. As capability goes up, the quality of execution goes
up, and therefore encourages the formulation of an overarching mission, and so on.
Within the organization we see this working well in various areas—again, our desire is to
see them working throughout the Forest Service.
This sets in motion a virtuous as opposed to a downward cycle. A virtuous cycle benefits
from a reinforcing dynamic (the “R” in the clockwise arrow in the center stands for
reinforcing), a dynamic which Jim Collins has famously called “a flywheel”—a wheel that
turns with less and less effort as it gathers momentum.
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Figure 3—Core Dynamic Turned Positive
–

Core Leadership Alignment And Mission Clarity—The central quality of
leadership that is "on the same page" regarding direction, mission and overall
scope of power and responsibility.

–

Community and Quality Of Relationships—At its best, the marriage of
collegiality and accountability—the ability to strike the right balance between
"corporation" and "family."

–

Integrated Capability The expertise and capacity of being integrated and
distributed evenly—according to need—across the organization. This suggests
both a commitment to increasing the capability and to maintaining an overview
of the whole as well as the parts.

–

Coordinated Execution—The ability to manage both resources and flow of
events in a timely and coordinated fashion.

At the center of the core dynamic is the Forest Service’s identity and deepest purpose,
which precedes mission principles or organizational strategy. This is the animating
energy of the organization, and goes to the core of what the Agency stands for. Our
analysis suggests that this is an area that requires a deeper collective inquiry. It also
suggests that people identify strongly with their closest working group and or with the
next level beyond that, e.g., with their district or forest (see quotes below). However, “the
Agency” was often mentioned as if it were an alien body that was detached from
people’s reach—while enjoying the freedom of being one’s own “master.” To shift this
fragmented identity to one that is unified, energizing, and inspiring to the whole
community of the Forest Service is one of the most important leadership tasks.
“The 80s were very decentralized … just do whatever feels good … very
disorganized.”—Staff
“There’s not a lot of trust in the Agency.”—Fire
“This organization has a way of-- … send me the money and leave me alone.”—Staff
“We are really a collection of different tribes … we are all at least floating in the same
river and yet highly decentralized.”—Associate Deputy Chief
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Structural Limits to the Core Dynamic
At every step in our analysis, we have uncovered specific and significant limits impacting
the effectiveness of each domain of the core dynamic. These are limits to success—
limits that disable the Forest Service’s ability to let the “flywheel” of the virtuous cycle
move freely. These limits (represented by the hexagons in the diagram below) cause the
virtuous cycle to turn into the downward spiral described above. They are the critical
“high leverage” points that must be addressed and transformed, if the wheel is to turn in
the desired direction.
Each of these limits is briefly summarized here, and analyzed and explained in detail in
the analysis section of this document:

Initiative
Proliferation

+
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+
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Accidents
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- Execution
+
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-
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+
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-
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+
Capability
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+
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Figure 4—Limits to the Virtuous Cycle
These limits are highly interrelated and reinforce each other:
–

Ceding Power—The Agency’s leadership has, we have found, ceded a great
deal of power to the line and the regions. This has been a taken for granted
way of operating, given the heritage of a strongly decentralized place based
“family” culture. In this regions powerfully claim their space. Yet it is the very
lack of a clear, central focus that is contributing to mission unclarity and lack
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of necessary alignment.
–

Mission Confusion—There are many competing stories about the right and
central focus of the Agency, and a fair degree of concern about direction.

–

Family “Collusion”—People are deeply loyal to and identified with the idea
of being part of a “family.” However people tend to use this as a defense,
attributing that others do not understand as we do, and seeking to fend off
positions of external stakeholders. Another element of this dynamic is that
people feel entitled to be included in key decisions—they are part of the
family and should have some say. Over-inclusion leads either to paralysis or
inaction, or to discounting of efforts that have had too little perceived
inclusion.

–

Lack of Straight Talk—People often seem to be unwilling to speak out and
name difficulties that they see, and attribute that to do so is to run serious
risks. As a result difficult issues do not get raised publicly, for fear of being
accused of being too “negative” or disloyal.

–

Capability Trap—The core research for this limiting dynamic was originally
produced at MIT by our colleague Nelson Repenning2. We have found
evidence of this trap at work, which is characterized by a phenomenon where
people are working increasingly hard but where overall capability, overall and
in safety related areas, is not improving and can in fact be deteriorating. The
Agency has a strong “can do” ethos that leads everyone to try to instantly fix
whatever issue arises. Yet as the dynamic here shows, such reactive efforts
actually in the long run diminish capability by deprioritizing improvement
efforts whose results are far more ambiguous. For example, in fire contexts
there are now many contractors who do not have the required understanding
and experience. Taking time to train them takes time away from firefighting, if
there are even resources available; failing to do so though insures that the
influx of help can actually lead to a decrease in capability! Another example:
attempts to centralize and make operations more efficient are typically seen
as bureaucratic impositions which increase administrative audit and reporting
requirements and decrease the time available for work in the field. Any longer
term benefit is discounted.

–

Impaired Learning—The Agency has in general difficulty making error an
objectively studied and transparently discussed source of learning and
improvement. Errors are not generally embraced as opportunities for
improvement, particularly now, in a climate where people fear that the
admission of error may lead to criminal indictment. Many suggested that the
Agency has been poor at reflecting on itself, and learning from reflection.
There are notable exceptions to this in the fire community, but also notable
absences of it as well. For instance, one result of the recent challenges is a
proliferation of rules and requirements. Rules tend to have the effect of
creating compliance, but not internally motivated commitment to change and
learn.

2

See “Nobody Ever Gets Credit for Fixing Problems that Never Happened,”,,”” California Management
Review, Vol. 43, No. 4, Summer 2001.
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–

Physics of Accidents There are basic physical dynamics that are
contributing to making an increasingly unsafe working environment: Changing
environmental settings (e.g., Wildland/Urban Interface, more catastrophic
fires) and budget pressures result in more demanding conditions that need to
be faced with the same or fewer resources and sometimes lower-quality
equipment. More intense circumstances, fewer people covering greater
distances, simply increase risks and chances for error.

–

Initiative Proliferation—The responses to safety issues and challenges in
general tend to be well meaning attempts by a part of the organization to
respond to the challenges of the whole. Yet there is frequently no clear
owner, clear sponsor, or clear request for these efforts. As a result, there is a
pattern of proliferation of such efforts and a tendency towards fragmentation
of focus. People have now become weary and skeptical when seeing “yet
another” initiative or change effort.

Implications for Action – Engaging the Wisdom of the Whole
Given these challenges and limits, we believe that finding leverage and achieving longterm success and safety can only come from activating the virtuous cycle—the flywheel.
The goal is to conserve what is valuable in the Agency and to set in motion a dynamic
where the wisdom in the system can thrive rather “because of” as opposed to “in spite
of” the organization. Refocusing the core leadership of the Agency will be a critical step
for this.
The Agency we believe has encoded within it the intelligence and capacity to transform
this situation, though no one action is likely to produce the required change. The deeper
problem lies in embedded ways of working—the underlying “culture”—of the
organization.
We believe that it is possible to achieve a marked shift in performance that at the same
time addresses underlying mission and operational concerns. Our experience in and
study of other highly complex organizations such as refineries, silicon chip
manufacturers, aircraft carriers, nuclear power plants, and hospitals suggests that it is
possible to achieve remarkable improvements shifts in performance. Such organizations,
we find, often display several common characteristics: 1) People are encouraged to
express different points of view and to point out potential safety hot spots; 2)
communities of practice foster deep and distributed knowledge and accountability; 3)
people are trained to develop situational awareness that prepares them to think and act
“on the fly” under fast-changing conditions; 4) incidents and near misses are rigorously
and publicly made explicit and framed as an opportunity to learn; and 5) people are
willing and able to call on the right level of expertise and experience for decision-making
fostering both bottom-up accountability and wise leadership. When organizations
operate in this way, they often achieve remarkable records for both safety and
performance. 3
3

Our associates Professor Nelson Repenning at MIT’s Sloan School of Management and Professor Amy
Edmondson, at the Harvard Business School, have written extensively on these matters. See for instance,
“Disaster Dynamics: Understanding the Role of Quantity in Organizational Collapse” , Jenny W. Rudolph,
Nelson P. Repenning, Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 47, No. 1 (Mar., 2002), pp. 1-30; “Capability
Traps and Self-Confirming Attribution Errors in the Dynamics of Process Improvement ,”,,””Nelson P.
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What is required is a serious effort, beginning with senior leadership, to address and
transform the systemic limits that have generated the current behavior and performance.
There is, in our view, no lack whatsoever of willingness, enthusiasm and energy in the
Agency to undertake just such an endeavor. Creativity, intelligence, and wisdom run
deep throughout the agency. The challenge is bringing it all out and allowing it to be
used in service to the whole of the system rather then in isolation region by region. We
believe that among the first steps in a transformation of this kind is the task of making
explicit to a core leadership group the unwanted dynamics and the unintended effects of
them, and engaging in a dialogue about how to address them. A group of senior leaders
has been participating in developing and articulating these insights, which are a work in
progress and require further elucidation, testing, and clarification.

Repenning, John D. Sterman, Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 47, No. 2 (Jun., 2002), pp. 265-295;
“Disrupted Routines: Team Learning and New Technology Implementation in Hospitals,”,,”” Amy C.
Edmondson, Richard M. Bohmer, Gary P. Pisano, Administrative Science Quarterly, Vol. 46, No. 4 (Dec.,
2001), pp. 685-716 “Why hospitals don't learn from failures : organizational and psychological dynamics that
inhibit system change” by Anita L Tucker; Amy C Edmondson: Berkeley, CA : University of California,
Berkeley, Haas School of Business, 2003.
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II. Detailed Diagnostic
As identified above, four sets of limits (limits to Core Leadership Alignment and Mission
Clarity, to Community and Quality of Relationships, to Integrated Capability, and to
Coordinated Execution) emerged from our analysis. In this section, we present
underlying causal patterns for each limit in more detail as well as the data on which our
analysis is based.

1. Ceding Power
“This organization has a way of [saying] …send me the money and leave me alone….”
One of the more challenging but critical dynamics concerns a taken-for-granted pattern
of behavior in the organization around the nature and distribution of power and decisionmaking rights. The Agency has a long heritage of respecting and relying upon
autonomous local operating leaders. Our analysis, however, suggests that the pendulum
may have swung too far, to the point where the ELT, for instance, while generally
respected, does not in all cases seem to overtly lead; in fact many would argue that the
NLT or line leaders carry the real power in the organization and ought to. There is an
enlightened dimension to this perspective and a difficulty. Many organizations today
seek to have the very distributed leadership pattern that is embedded in the tradition of
the Forest Service. And yet this can be taken too far. Too much autonomy leads to
redundancies, rising costs, inefficiencies. And in safety matters, typically only an
absolute focus on behavior change produces results. The ability of local entities to opt
out, for any reason, deeply dilutes effectiveness. In the Agency the fear has been that
there will be a loss of deep identity if a change is made in the way power is held. But we
believe this is a mistaken belief that decentralized leadership cannot be held in a
centrally aligned manner.
The following outlines the way the core dynamics work:
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Figure 5—Ceding Power

Strong Periphery
•

A sense of community and belonging grew up around local and group identities—
this is where the “we are a family” operates most deeply and echoes through the
system as whole. People get habituated to local patterns, leading to resistance
towards central accountability.

•

As the Agency has grown over time, each area has increased its own expertise
and experience. With experience come authority and a sense of knowing “the
right way to do things.”

•

People do not see the need to consult or inform the center: in one instance a
group of research scientists went directly to Congress to ask for project funding
rather than going through the usual channels and working with other research
groups to come up with a proposal to benefit more than their own project.

Power Gap in the Center
•

Ownership does need to be distributed for any large system to work. The
dilemma is that in order for it to be coherent as a whole, there also needs to be a
clear sense of shared identity and mission. The clarity of the “whole” has been
there at different times in the Agency, which has kept the overall system
functioning. The challenge at this time is that this sense of overall identity and
direction is confused. When this occurs there is a natural tendency to withdraw
into the local context for clarity and direction.

•

The reason the “power is in the line” is that the organizational model has been
one based on the military model. Whoever is the local “commander and chief” is
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the one with the power. This is still true Agency wide when something comes
down from the Chief that people believe in and is delivered personally, clearly,
and continuously: People response strongly and well. When it is not happening,
they create their own local priorities to follow and attribute that the center is
disconnected from the “reality on the ground.”

Foresters, Not (Yet) Leaders

–
–
–

–
–
–

•

A heritage of hiring people to work as specialists independently with complete
authority locally is a frame of reference that worked well for the time and the
times have changed. The challenge is that people being hired and those who
have been in the system for a long time have not had the benefit of long-term
training and leadership development so that their own skills keep pace with the
times. And most of these people have migrated to positions of power so the
dynamic persists. People were hired as “forester specialists” and ended up in
positions of leadership that required them to think about the “whole.”

•

The existing gaps in leadership and management skills lead to another pattern
that we named Mission Confusion (see below), which negatively impacts the
Agency’s impact and efficiency. Increased media awareness and political
pressures on domestic institutions raises the bar on central accountability and
thus leadership and management skills. This conflicts with the mentioned
heritage of hiring technical specialists who find themselves facing unanticipated
leadership challenges.

•

There exists a strong sense that when the Chief’s role became “political” (with
Dombeck in the Clinton administration) a division was created between
“Washington” and “the field” where the line holds the mission and the
Washington office manages the politics.

“Subleadership is a big factor: if a Forest Supervisor says to do something, people
will go back and check with the fire person or the field-going person before doing it.”
“What are our priorities? We used to be able to set them locally, and had a good
sense of our mission.”
“The other disconnect-- you know, we have these strategic goals and plans. And I at
a certain level within the Agency, they’re very well understood and articulated. But I
don't think that everyone in the Agency is invested in them by a long shot... I don't
think the information gets down to them. I think it gets down to them at such a...
superficial or big picture level that they can’t interpret how that big picture plays into
what their specific niche is.”
“Managers don’t do a good job of keeping employees informed (about the
reorganization). They can’t keep up with the changes either.”
“Senior leadership needs to make sure safety standards are adhered to, and if they
are not—heads should roll.”
“We need the right people and an actual message delivery system that works [as
opposed to email messages coming in from Washington]… Locally is works well and
that is because of the personal connection we make with each person...”
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–

–
–

–

–

–
–
–

“The connection is not clear between the NLT and ELT. The NLT is big and not really
a decision making group—its more of a forum. It doesn’t seem like a clear pass-on to
the ELT.”
“The tone from above needs to be heartfelt, not just a memo.”
“You know, leadership starts in lots of different places. But if you really want it to be
the culture, the senior leadership has got to be engaged and make it happen. And
through a whole different set of series of actions.”
“It’s a life-changing event to have to go through those [funerals or accident
investigations], no question. And maybe, you know, every senior executive ought to
have to be on a serious accident investigation team.”
“People get into the organization and then move on. They don't have training in
management and the differences in that attitudes between managers and
supervisors varies greatly...”
“You (a line officer) should know all the answers with your position. It is a sign of
weakness to ask for help.”
“The idea is not intrinsic in the FS to pick up the phone and call someone in a like
position.”
“The culture is “don’t mess with line officers… Sharing does not occur between
people in like positions. [There is an attitude of] don’t mess in my sandbox.”

2. Mission Confusion
“Are we a timber organization? Are we a fire organization? Are we recreation-based?
Are we just cleaning toilets now? I mean, what ware we doing? And caring for the land
and serving the people is not a clear enough mission statement.”
The question around safety and the “right” level of risk taking touches upon another
deep question: What is the mission of the Forest Service? Is it the “Fire Service,” as
some wondered, or the Forest Service? Is the fire community supposed to fight only
wildland fires or structural fires, too? Beyond its immediate tasks, how is the Agency
supposed to respond to rising challenges like global climate change? Some even ask
whether the Forest Service is too successful for its own good: Is it appropriate for the
Agency to be the “firefighter for the country” or to follow calls for help from FEMA for
hurricane relief activities?
An organization that continues to be around for decade upon decade will be forced to
continue to redefine itself in order to stay relevant. The Forest Service is no exception
and it has continually evolved it understanding of the mission throughout the last 100
years. Currently it is in a state of “change and redefinition.” Whenever this occurs in any
organization there will be fear and trepidation, holding on to the past because the future
is uncertain.
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Figure 6—Mission Confusion

Our Plate is Full
•

The less clear a mission, the less clear priorities will be. One consequence is that
existing tasks will simply be kept on board (“Can’t Say No to Old Tasks). This,
however, prevents creating much-needed breathing room for new innovations,
which enlivens and keeps current on the relevance of the Agency. Here is the
difference between a virtuous cycle established by clarity of mission, and a
vicious one, wherein a strong sense of tradition and an overflowing agenda
conspire to further confuse the mission.

Do It Anyway
•

Because the Agency has been successful, it has grown and been asked to take
on greater and greater responsibilities. When there is a predominant attitude of
“can do” throughout the Agency, more and more tasks get assumed and
personal attachments and loyalties to each area of work become greater. The
question of priorities and “saying no” becomes difficult and personal because of
the deep commitment to service. People are encouraged to find a way and “do it
anyway”—and, as “good soldiers,” they keep trying to do it all, just less and less
well.
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Constituency Creep
•

The Agency's effectiveness, of course, depends in good part upon the clarity of
its mission. And as goes the Agency's effectiveness -- or perceived effectiveness
-- so also goes political and public support. This in turn affects funding, which
influences the Agency's perception that must prove its relevancy. And an Agency
that must prove itself is unlikely to have the luxury of saying no to new projects,
which increases the sense of overwhelm and, without careful management,
further confuses the mission.

Fire Service vs. Forest Service
•

With more and larger fires each year, interviewees report that the FS spends
increasing time and resources reacting to fires and less time being managers of
the land. This focus on incident management seems to strengthen the Forest
Service's overall identity as a firefighting organization.

•

Fire—with its strong sense of mission and accomplishment—substitutes for the
lack of mission clarity in the rest of the organization. Spending much time
together in fire camps also creates a strong sense of community that many yearn
for.

“Chinese Telephone”
• The mission confusion cascades through the organization—leadership at all
levels is unclear and therefore decides mainly based on local patterns or
personal preferences. The consequence is a wide variety regarding agendas and
priorities for the organization as a whole and therefore increased mission
confusion.
–

–

–
–

–

“We have no mission. We take care of resources, but have no money for
campgrounds. We are not the Forest Service anymore; we are the Fire Suppression
Service. We need to stovepipe Firefighting.”
“So our safety culture better be less about putting posters up and talking a lot about
safety and more about really overseeing this process and putting—Telling the state
we need more time if we need more time, that we don’t put a map [for mixed-use
analysis] out there that encourages something that's not safe.”
“The public complains. It’s like the squeaky wheel I think sometimes gets the
grease.”
“The real dilemma is that we will no longer be relevant. If we keep shifting the burden
and continue to try to do more with less we will not be meeting the needs of the
public and we will no longer be providing the service that makes us meaningful.”
“You know, okay, here's the mission, we gotta get this damn fire out. And there was
something very bonding about that, that brought you back to that core again... Very
motivational, too, an esprit type thing...”
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–
–

–
–
–

“A can-do attitude is necessary in order for continued funding.”
“The question the Agency is really asking itself is what is our role in firefighting. I
think as we look at climate change and the impacts of prolonged drought in the west
and just the huge amount of growth that's happening in terms of the public settling
places they've never been before. It’s just this huge burden that's put on the Agency
to be the firefighter for the country.”
“What's core, what's sacrosanct? What don’t you give up?”
“And I just think that our employees are yearning for the focus, I truly do. I think
they're crying out for it, they want the focus.”
“We need to be focusing on what the Agency is -- its identity -- and what role we
should play in society. The public interface between environmentalists and
prescribed burns is now much more supportive because of such work, for example.”

3. Family Collusion
“It is like a family—you take care of your own.”
Within the Agency we see a unique dynamic that both defines the organization and
presents difficulties. People come to believe and identify with the idea of being part of a
family—for many the Forest Service has been literally in their family for generations.
However, this stance has tended to produce insularity, as well as a sense of belonging,
a lack of openness to change (“We Know Best” loop in the diagram below), as well as a
sense of commitment, and an orientation in a perceived era gone by (“Longing for the
Past”), instead of in a commitment to forging a new sense of meaning and direction.
Almost inevitably, also due to an increasing diversity of the workforce, the gap between
stories of the “good old times” and current reality becomes larger—leaving people to feel
deceived and disappointed (“So Disappointed”) It has also contributed to people’s
unwillingness to speak out about limits in the behavior and attitudes of other family
members, something that is highly problematic around serious safety matters. While the
details of the failure to speak out are covered below (see chapter on Lack of Straight
Talk), the source of this stance lies here in a dynamic of Family Collusion:
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Figure 7—Family Collusion

We Know Best
• In a setting that values family culture and loyalty groups, e.g., research,
firefighting, and District/Forest-centered groups, develop strong cultures built
around their specialty or geographic area. This translates to a “we against the
system” attitude, especially when such communities perceive a threat from
outsiders, be it outside stakeholders or the Agency through its centralization
process, which attempts to bring with it some much-needed standardization.
Such outside influences are often resisted further strengthening the elements of
collusion, which seeks to protect all the “social capital” of the community—
bringing a predictable reaction from those hoping to unify and centralize. In all of
this, morale and problem solving usually take a beating, which leads to
stagnation, which reinforces the focus on one’s local identity. The dynamics of
the Albuquerque Service Center process reflect this pattern well.
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Longing for the Past
• A story culture defines the Forest Service—a culture of the rugged individual that
goes out, works hard, and comes home to those that care and support them.
Strong, iconic imagery here with Lassie and The Forest Ranger.
• The Forest Service culture had virtually no diversity historically: all white, male,
and rural. The only way that this culture changed was through lawsuits. There
has been profound protection of this cultural heritage and a clear sadness in the
Agency, as it seems to be dying away.

So Disappointed
• The stories, values and memories of “happy family times” are well and alive.
Gradually though they turn into stories of “happier family times.” The gap
between what used to be and what is now often leads people to blame others—
often leadership and particularly the Washington Office—which, ironically, drives
them deeper into more fragmented groupings. In pressured situations it is normal
for fragmented groupings with their own identity to speak in terms of "Us" and
"Them."
• The efforts at centralization hit literally at the “heart” of this issue because 70-80
% of the people being repositioned were women, the women doing the
administration. Typically it is exactly these women and these positions that hold,
care for, and nurture the “heart and soul” of any organization. The “family culture”
took a hit, which contributes to widespread resentment of the centralization.
• When things don’t work in a “family,” the “kids” always talk amongst themselves
but they rarely bring it up to the parents. In this military model of operating, each
line officer represented that “parental” figure. It furthers disconnect between local
groups and leadership.
–
–
–

–

–

–

“It is like a family—you take care of your own.”
“There is a willingness to do anything for the good of the whole.”
“A hundred years ago, when we were established, the character of the Agency was
all about individuals in the back country, by themselves, making sure things got
done. You know, it was the guy riding on the horseback or the guy in the fire tower...”
“The USFS is a village of various cultures—the NF system, Research, Land
Management planning, Business Operations. There are rifts [among these] that are a
risk to the culture of safety.”
“It’s the only way you’re going to get people to speak up, is if you push them to the
breaking point. And they’ve got a long fuse before they break. It’s like, we wonder
why it takes 10 years for change to happen. Well we all have really long fuses before
we go—“
“[It is] hard to overcome pre-conceived notions; especially fire people have the
attitude of "we know best."
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–

–

–
–

–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

“The real stress has come with centralization. In the Lewis and Clark region we got
rid of the business management department—the backbone of the region -- 70-80%
of them women. We got rid of people who had been in the district 25 to 30 years.”
“So anyways, what I would hope that the forest service would move back into would
be a more proactive management position and holding people accountable for their
decisions. … And the managers have been taken to task in the past. These people
are trying to change the way we're doing certain things, is that if management just
says, “No, no, no, that's not the way it should be, I disagree.” Well, then they turn
around and they’ll go to the department group or whatever else and say, “We're
getting browbeat, we're getting beat away by management. They're making us not do
the right thing because whatever reason.”
“The government wants us to be run like a business—but our motive is not profit! We
are more and more detached from the public.”
“In times past, people seemed to talk to each other more, and were closer. The same
expectations about safety ran throughout the organization, and were not rankrelated. Without direct contact, this gets lost.”
“We are captured by the tyranny of tradition.”
“It was sort of the ‘50s model. You know, the forest service wives all got together and
had the potlucks … so I think you were this sort of insular community that depended
on one another. Life has changed.”
“At any time, your job can be studied. Don't tell me it's a family.”
“There seems to be an "clay layer" in the mid level ranges, those that have “been
there and done that”—things don’t make it through this layer.”
“We need fresh eyes…we need to learn how to be objective.”
“Because of the “if we didn’t invent it, it doesn’t exist syndrome, the FS does not
study and try to learn from other industries or organizations.”
“There are a significant number of people under the age of 40 now. It is great that so
many older people are retiring!”
“The Forest Service must be connected with people. The country’s demographics
are changing rapidly, but the demographics in the Forest Service are the same as in
the 1970s.”
“We were a white male organization then. That was a given at that point in time. I
think we’re richer for being more diverse now, but we’ve lost that family feel.”
“Shoot, no! We don’t have the first clue how to talk to each other. We’re supposed to
know how to talk to the public. We can’t even talk to each other. I mean, we really
can’t. Don’t have listening skills generally speaking.”
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4. Lack of Straight Talk
“You are not a team player unless you turn your head and look the other way.”
The lack of straight talk falls directly out from the Family Collusion and “military” model of
operating and directly links to safety.
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Figure 8—Lack of Straight Talk

Suppress Issues
• First time you bring up a difficult issue will be the defining moment about how
often you do it again. If it is met with resistance, the second time will be even
harder. For some, they may try a third but frequently not.
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• Several mentioned a fear of ridicule or punishment by an "authority figure" above
for raising unpopular topics. An employee related a story about being in a van
with her superior, who was driving recklessly fast to the point of frightening
everyone in the vehicle. Nobody felt comfortable to ask him to slow down.
• Junior members of a field research team did not speak up about their safety
concerns because the team had a short seasonal window to complete their
project, and nobody else was visibly concerned. The inability to give clear
feedback or constructive criticism to each other or (in some cases) to
subordinates or superiors, combined with the unwillingness to say “no” means
that difficult issues are sometimes either ignored or considered out of earshot
from those in power. As these issues go unresolved, the pressure to raise them
increases. When employees finally do step forward in response to this pressure,
they do so in an unfriendly climate -- and the process reinforces itself as the
employee is ignored or punished.
• The assumption is that when the stakes are high (in a fire situation for example)
people are meant to speak up. If they have not had any practice when the stakes
are low, it is unrealistic to expect them to be able to do so when the stakes are
high. It is like a muscle that needs to be built up over time in order to really serve
people when they need it most.
• The lack of straight talk discourages individuals from holding peers accountable,
such as when an employee says to a peer, “Put on your seatbelt.” Individuals
who report minor accidents have reported being ignored or punished. (This is not
so pronounced among some firefighting communities, where members are
trained to speak up.) In such a climate, straight talkers are isolated and
disempowered within the system. People learn the cost of speaking up and hold
their tongues.
• Individuals that raise difficult issues can be accused of being negative and
subsequently feel their input is not welcome. They may even get ejected from the
system. Employees do not feel safe to speak up in such a climate, adding to the
perception of suppression.
• And as one person put it “one ‘oh shit’, wipes out nine ‘atta boys’… In a culture
that prides itself on doing a job well and with efficiency, making a mistake or
taking the time to ask a question is not one of the traits heavily rewarded either
explicitly or implicitly.
• Sometimes a lack of straight talk is used to “protect” people: An interviewee was
going to discipline an employee accountable for having two vehicle accidents on
two consecutive days. Employees were coming to him saying, “don’t do it, you
don’t want to hurt morale!"

Mavericks as Pressure Valves
• As a story culture, the history of those who have been outspoken and been
ejected is alive and well. These stories die hard, which also creates the dynamic
of letting someone else take the “hit” if they are willing to be the one to speak out
and survive, taking pressure off others.
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• A “maverick” that repeatedly raises safety or other difficult issues can unwittingly
shoulder the burden of safety for others, taking the pressure off others to be
personally responsible. As a person is cast in this role, others may quietly be
glad that someone speaks up, or see him or her as either irrelevant or over
zealous. This erodes the assumption of personal responsibility by the rest of the
group, leaving issues unresolved.
• As the role of safety officer is widely seen as a “dead-end” job for less-thanpromising employees (a comment heard at all levels of the FS), straight talk
about safety issues can end up being assigned to people who are less likely to
be taken seriously.
“The Door is Open…”
• There is also a distinct hierarchy dynamic at play: Subordinates attribute they are
not respected and therefore do not make use of possibilities to speak up (e.g.,
using an open-door policy, or at “participatory” meetings). Leadership then
attributes that everything is fine—significantly underestimating the impact of
hierarchy. The result is subordinates feeling disconnected and disempowered and
leaders being over-confident and unwittingly stuck in ignorance.
–
–

–
–

–
–

–

–

–

–

“I have been raising safety issues that are not being addressed. I wrote a white
paper (about safety issues) and was taken to the woodshed.”
“Our safety officer sends us five to ten messages every day, and some of it’s really
obscure stuff, some of it—And most, many people—I can’t say most people—Most
people get where they just delete them.”
“In much of the culture, people won’t tell anyone to put on a seatbelt… [It’s] none of
your business.”
“The Forest Service is very "touchy-feely" with people walking on egg shells around
each other. People are afraid to have something on record because they may have a
grievance filed.”
“We cover our asses and put up banners for safety.”
“Communication is the primary culprit—it is the number one killer of a lot of things. If
you are talking to someone and you know they don’t respect you, you don’t speak
up.”
“At a recent employee meeting a woman tried to bring out some things that were not
working. She said them, but was reprimanded publicly. Everyone got the real
message.”
“Leadership needs to focus on safety. You can talk a good show, but people watch
to see what you do. Recently, a Line Officer was arrested for DUI and the rest of the
FS is waiting to see what happens to him.”
“But if you're out somewhere and you see somebody that doesn’t have their safety
belt on, I’d say there ought to be the ability to do something right then to say, hey,
you know, take the rest of the day off or you file something. If it’s flagrant and stupid
stuff like that, we ought to have the ability to deal with that, and I'm not sure we really
do.”
“We don’t have standards for accountability—or we have inconsistent standards.
When accountability is assigned its not at the right level—someone is scapegoated.”
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“People need to feel safe in order to say no. In a time of losing jobs, you don’t want
to be considered a complainer.”
“Line officers have assumptions that need to change. “I have an open door policy,
but nobody comes in.” They need to go out and talk to people.”

5. Capability Trap
“Running rather than walking is the new norm.”
In order for an organization to develop--or even to keep up with changes--it must
develop its capabilities. In busy times, however, meeting day-to-day needs often takes
away from the apparent hours available for developing capability. This eventually means
a decrease in capacity to address an ever-increasing workload, which in turn means that
tasks take more time and resources to complete. And as the pressure to complete work
and meet targets builds, the apparent available time to improve capability decreases
even further. In most organizations this shortfall is made up in two ways: by working
harder and by taking shortcuts. The Forest Service’s “can do” paradigm pushes people
even more into that short-term fix.
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Working Harder
• Almost without exception, those interviewed spoke of a high level of stress and
inability to complete an increasing workload. Pressure to meet targets, shrinking
budgets, lessened resources and shorthanded staffing were cited often as part of
the reason things feel unsafe to employees. As one person put it, "we are
expected to do more and more with less and less, and 'Les' hasn't shown up yet to
do any of it!" In a high-commitment “can-do” Agency such as the Forest Service,
running faster temporarily yields satisfaction.
• Contractors get hired to fill the voids. However, resources, skills and time to
manage and oversee them are limited. Outsourcing is also problematic from a
safety perspective. Standards vary widely among contractors and cannot be not
easily monitored. There were also some that decried a certain hypocrisy around
safety, arguing that if the Agency really cared about people and safety, it would not
implicitly accept increased hazards for contractors who are often less well trained
and equipped.

Shortcuts
• “Working harder” is not sustainable and leads to shortcuts in order to meet targets,
which leads to an unsafe working environment and undermines the actual Agency
performance. This was noted as a common feature in many interviews and group
sessions.
• People become habituated to errors, workarounds, and shortcuts. Some even
become cynical and bitter looking at the gap between the Agency’s assertions to
want everybody to be safe and the reality of having to “run not walk.”

Working Smarter
• Capability building has taken a backseat at the Forest Service. A number of factors
get convoluted: The mentioned pressure to work harder but also increased leadtimes for hiring and recruiting (due to ongoing glitches following centralization and
higher diversity standards). Additionally, the quality of capability development has
deteriorated significantly. Mentioning AgLearn was a sure recipe to get a laugher
out of anyone at the Forest Service. Face-to-face learning is also hampered
because there are so many people retiring between now and the next three to five
years. Finally, there are significant technological and certainly environmental
changes that demand new capabilities (fighting structural fires being an obvious
example).
• Limited capability development is however not just a function of offer but also
demand. Many of the “old-timers” have their way of doing things and are very
confident to know the right way of doing things. This goes so far as to even reject
well-meant coaching from peers: When hearing a colleague complain that two
seasonal workers were not enough to cover campgrounds and other Forest
Service areas someone offered advice how he used e.g., GPS to help speed up
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the process. The advice was not welcome; the response was, “I don’t want to even
hear it.”
Working Safer
• Building true safety capability takes time, the benefits of which may not be
immediately apparent. Ongoing pressures of deadlines and targets more often
than not leads to more time spent doing, which adversely affects the actual safety
performance--leading to more accidents. However, safety depends on safe
working environments cultivated over time, and must also address at least some of
the underlying stress factors in the system.
The dynamics of the capability trap also suggest why another safety initiative by itself is
likely to be unproductive: yet more initiatives piled on top of a busy workload are likely to
lead to shortcuts and engagement "just enough to qualify."
–
–

–

–
–
–
–

–
–

–

“What still works is our ability to get the job done, and the enthusiasm in younger
people.”
“I’ve got $700,000 in road maintenance. Over half of that road maintenance money
goes for data, keeping auditors happy, inventorying roads. A relatively small amount
of that money actually hits the ground in terms of road maintenance and road
improvement.”
“We have centralized a lot of our business systems to Albuquerque Service Center.
For the first year or two, we literally would get billings from our contractors and they
weren't getting paid. The computer system was not written properly. They rushed—
They were in such a hurry to get this thing under way that it was just full of errors.
And now they’ve fixed that… So, you know, you tend to get a little jaded. ... You go
through a nightmare and hours of wasted labor. And this takes away from safety.”
“And so we're just running around like a kid sticking his finger in the dike trying to fix
the biggest leaks.”
“Volunteers are the answer for downsizing? Two accidents on the District were with
volunteers who were not in meetings or safety briefings, etc.”
“Safety has to do with one-on-one contact between the leadership and the troops, all
the way through.”
“I'm over my head just getting what I'm supposed to do… We have millions of
visitors every year, … so I'm not going to sit here and read every safety message.
…I just try to do damage control.”
“In times past, you always found a way to do things. We have not lost that attitude,
but we have lost the capability to follow through.”
“When you are in the mud pit, fatigued and in a situation of bounded rationality, how
do you put this organizational culture stuff to work? Can you actually do it in the day
to day?”
“Budgets are going down and the expectations are staying the same or going up.
You got a lot of people that are pushing the envelope to get that work done and try to
get done what you have to do. And that may mean, you know, putting yourself—You
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–
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know, work, overdoing it where you're getting injuries from fatigue to basically
working in some areas and some conditions that you probably oughtn’t be out.”
“I think we have maybe four law enforcement officers for 500,000 acres. That's just
not much when you look at the population around here.”
“If it (trainings, safety trainings) was fun, if it didn’t add to the burden of work that
they had to do, if it--You know, if it didn’t just become an invisible poster on the wall
or an invisible whatever, wherever.”
“Being told to work safe is like a coach telling a pitcher to throw strikes—he needs
tools for this. Somebody has to give him the tools and training to throw strikes.”
“I am afraid of being inspected by OSHA. In my forest, there isn't a single facility that
would pass. I am new; nobody has done it before. I can't do it alone.

6. Impaired Learning
“Rule-based is easy: one only has to say yes or no--but doctrine requires people to
think.”
A culture of impaired learning exacerbates the capability trap predisposing people for
working not learning. Safety depends on “knowing what you don’t know” and on
preventing judgment errors. Particularly safety people often quoted Heinrich’s accident
pyramid, which proposes that for 300 unsafe acts there are 29 minor injuries and one
major injury or fatality. This points to the importance of uncovering blind spots. It also
points to obviously unsafe acts—e.g., not using a vehicle’s hand brake in mountainous
terrain—that do no harm many times but go wrong at the “301st time.”
Uprooting bad habits and lifting the veil on safety blind spots are all elements of an
effective safety learning culture. However, a couple of things get in the way, as outlined
in the dynamic below:
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Figure 10—Impaired Learning

No Time to Learn
• In a culture heavily focused on “can do,” the necessary element of time for
reflection in order to actually learn from all the “doing” gets disabled and
frequently discarded in favor of simply continuing to keep “doing.” This gets
rationalized with being too busy to stop and learn.

Rules-Based Culture
• If you have a culture of loyalty to the family, the ability to hold each other
accountable becomes disabled. The substitute for genuine and authentic
accountability is rules.
• The more rules you have, the more checklists you create in order to be sure
you are following the rules. This action automatically begins to shut down the
person’s own ability to think critically about any given situation, which in turn
weakens their ability to respond in the moment with accuracy—situational
awareness.
• In an Agency where people value their freedom and autonomy a great deal,
people react to rules in sometimes seemingly unreasonable ways.
Experiments with school children have shown that obvious surveillance
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measures during test increase not decrease cheating. Rules are therefore
likely to produce a “boomerang effect” and anti-conform behavior.
• Serious accidents and fatalities spawn liability suits, which lead to an overlay of
rules and regulations and wear on the morale of Forest Service employees.
• A significant number of people beliefs that many current safety rules and
procedures are of little use or even harmful, put in place more for mitigating
liability (“CYA”) than for safety. Consequences are system-wide workarounds
and a lessening of trust of the motives behind such safety regulations.

Learning Culture
• Time taken to reflect upon both what works and what doesn’t creates an
environment that begins to allow more people to share more things that they
have been thinking or wondering about but did not feel “safe” to say, which
relates back to a lack of straight talk.
• This creates and stimulates others that may have felt even more protected
then those who are willing to speak up first to actually say what they think, and
thus even more information comes out. The irony is that those individuals who
are the most quiet and the most reticent to speak are almost always the ones
that have the deepest perception of the situation and the inherent problems
because they are the ones watching it all and studying the consequences.
• The more the underlying and here-to-fore unsaid perceptions surface the more
safe the work environment and the more new ideas for how to work more
safely and more efficiently have room to surface and be experimented with.

Cover Up
• Making mistakes is central to the process of learning and continuing to develop
new and innovative ways of thinking and working. If there is fear of punishment
in the system, the tendency to cover up and “pretend not to see” becomes the
predominant mode of action. Recent investigations and discussions around
liability issues have made the “fear factor” go way up.
• The loss of job security encourages employees to lay low rather than reporting
minor infractions or raising safety concerns. Rather than feeling encouraged to
report and learn from near misses, employees learn to keep quiet about them.
–
–
–

“People are afraid to come forward and admit they’ve done anything wrong. They will
be punished.”
“What is the deeper potential of the culture of safety? I don’t know, I’ve never had the
time to think about it.”
.”..when I got my performance rating every year I've been a regional forester, the
discussion of safety is basically nil… There is not a robust discussion about it... And
neither is there a robust discussion about the other goals and objectives. So
culturally... it’s gotten more, like I said, into a laissez-faire accountability structure in
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–
–
–
–

–

–

–

–

–
–
–
–
–

my view. And, you know... I do think we believe it is a core value. But I think the
governance and the pieces around that do not reinforce that. They don’t reinforce it.”
“I believe [what] is the main cause of accidents is that we become too comfortable -that is, overconfident.”
“How much you pay attention to rules depends on who the supervisor is.”
“The culture of safety is to take personal responsibility to remain safe and keep
others safe. Nowadays there is more discombobulating from above.”
“On the other side, there are people in the Agency who think going to safety
meetings is a waste of time, think following the rules is a waste of time. They’re
above all that.”
“People are afraid to talk to each other, “put on your seat belt.” Nobody says thank
you when you say that. … The Agency is not designed for independent people, but
that’s what the employees are. … There is a touch of arrogance.”
“There was a car crash one year ago today. The local investigative team finished its
work very quickly. But then the review board has taken eight months to complete it.
... This is unacceptable.”
“When we have fatalities we only get little sound bites about them. It is tough on the
fire community. We won’t learn from our mistakes. The 30 Mile fire was 6 years ago
and the lessons have not been disseminated.”
“There's an award program for being in this safety category where you haven’t had
any reportable accidents. But the bad thing about that is sometimes that makes
people feel like they shouldn’t report accidents.”
“Near misses are not looked at nationally—there are half-hearted reviews at times. I
do use Safecom, but nobody posts on it anymore. They are afraid of the liability.”
“After Action Reviews—people have bared their souls in these sessions. Young
people especially have the courage to do this.”
“There's a thousand rules. Nobody knows all the rules. We got a rule for everything.”
“We should focus on what causes safety instead of what’s wrong and causes
accidents.”
“I just think there's so much complexity that people are dealing with in those kind of
circumstances to try to legislate it with a set of rules and checklists is just ridiculous.”

7. Physics of Accidents
Accidents, like most things, have their own logic -- their own physics, or structure that
makes them less random and more foreseeable than may be apparent. Fatigue, for
example, predictably increases the likelihood of a driving accident, as does lack of
experience in certain settings. Recent years have seen an intensification of the basic
“physics” of accidents in the Forest Service: fewer people and resources, more intense
fires, and more people driving greater distances.
What is important to notice though is that these accident dynamics are deeply
interrelated with all other dynamics that we analyzed. Trying to deal with the Physics of
Accidents solely on their own and expecting to get traction is likely to be an illusion. For
example, the ability to take the time to actually begin to think about how to go about
fighting fires in a truly more cost effective and strategic way would require a new level of
Straight Talk and willingness to deal with the Family Collusion pattern of behavior.
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Fire
“Fire is going to get exponentially worse. There are so many communities and homes
[burning] that we are going to get people hurt and killed. I hope the people at the top are
aware of this.”
The Forest Service, renowned for its fire-fighting ability, has the experience, know-how,
and can-do attitude to fight forest fires, reinforcing its attitude of (over-) confidence.
However, it is increasingly impelled into situations that stretch its limits -- for example,
fighting catastrophic fires and structural fires in the Wildland Urban Interface. A number
of interrelated dynamics, unless addressed, indicate that accidents are more rather than
less likely to increase in the time ahead:
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Figure 11—Fire: Physics of Accidents

Risks and Costs Out of Control
• Risks have increased enormously due to climate change, mega-fires,
prescribed burning policies, and the wildland urban interface.
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• Meanwhile, public expectations to control these fires and limit property damage
grow.
• More catastrophic fire boost costs. However, that is not the only factor increase
a funding gap. Oversight problems with contractors, late starts at fire
suppression, as well as accidents increase fire costs

Stretched Too Thinly
• The number and size of fires has been increasing, as fewer resources are
available to fight them. FS Incident Commanders are managing fewer FS
personnel and a greater percentage of firefighters who are contractors or from
other agencies.
• This increases fatigue, which lessens the ability to safely respond to fires.
• Rising fire costs take away from the overall amount of money available to hire
and train personnel, which further stretches the capacity of the system.

No Time for Learning New Tricks
• Adding to this, as the length of the firefighting season increases, there is less
time available to develop advanced capabilities, which also erodes safety.
Particularly decision-making processes were mentioned as needing an
upgrade.
• Liability suits and the increase in rules make many firefighters wonder why
they should take on the responsibility. Risk aversion and a climate of
uncertainty decrease the willingness to learn and adopt new practices. This
gets obvious in a widespread “wait and see” attitude towards the Fire Doctrine.
The real litmus test will be how the Agency responds if an accident happens
under the Doctrine.

No Trust in Contractors and Hobbyists
• Yet another outgrowth of the lack of funding and personnel has been the
increase in hiring contractors and using volunteers. While outside help is
needed, safety is often compromised due to an inability to effectively oversee
as well as train contractors and volunteers.

Fight More Dangerous Fires
• One more outgrowth of the lessening of trained personnel is the challenge of
responding to fires in a timely fashion; the longer the response time, the more
difficult it is to safely bring a fire under control.
• The combination of factors described—including a retirement wave mentioned
earlier—also entail that younger people, who are more prone to feeling
“invincible,” face more dangerous fires early in their career.
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“We could let houses burn and build new homes for the cost of fire suppression.”
“Fire needs some real management…they cannot have a blank checkbook
anymore…”
“So I think at the fire organization, there's probably a lot more emphasis on safety.
And matter of fact, it used to be, as far as fighting fire aggressively, that's what you
did, you went after it. And now they're building more—Like you say, like a culture
where it’s okay—It’s acceptable to say, “No, you're not going to put me in that
situation,” or turn down that assignment.”
“We need to get personal liability insurance! I don’t need that kind of culture.”
“On fires, densification, climate change, other factors, make us inherently less safe.
We are in a different environment than we were 10—15 years ago, but we have not
changed our decision-making models to take that into account.”
“The more we contract, the less control we have over the safety of the people out
there doing it. And, you know, it’s just a concern. Yeah, it’s not our people that are
going to get hurt anymore, and we don’t have the responsibility for paying for it, it’s
the contractor. But still, you know? What are standards that we're making for them,
and how safe are they as a result of that?”
“The Contract Fire program is a dismal failure. … We have 3 Contracting Officers to
oversee 300 contractors, which means no oversight. I have a whole file of (incidents
of) false ID’s, falsified training. Where do you go with this?”
“How do you deal with a nonlinear system (e.g., a fire that explodes into a
catastrophic event)?”
“On fires, densification, climate change, other factors, make us inherently less safe.
We are in a different environment than we were 10—15 years ago, but we have not
changed our decision-making models to take that into account. We have a higher
proportion of catastrophic events…”
“A recent example is going out to a fire where we were the only Agency engine. I
looked around at the others and they were all basically hobbyists…and were not
willing or interested in cutting in a line, which was all that was needed. They wanted
to stay in the truck and do things from there.”
“InterAgency fire efforts are complex and depend on FS for safety.”
“What vested interest do Contractors have to fight fires? They do everything they can
to delay putting the fires out.”
“People are afraid to make even little mistakes, especially since the 30 Mile Fire
incident. Now the FS is insisting on employees carrying their own liability insurance.”

Driving
“We go out there and drive and drive. There are going to be accidents.”
When most think of danger in the Forest Service, fighting fires often comes to mind.
However, for many interviewed, the risks of driving longer distances, fewer people to
accomplish an increasing workload, lack of funds to maintain roads and equipment and
poor quality materials were cited more often than concerns about fire. Behind this
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assertion stands the commonly encountered quality of wanting to get every job done at
all costs -- one interpretation of "can-do" that has stretched the margins of safety.
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Figure 12—Driving: Physics of Accidents

More Time on the Road
• Employees are spending more time on the road because of funding gaps and
fewer personnel to cover the work as districts are combined. This increases the
time spent driving, which (as reported by employees) is increasing a sense of
fatigue -- increasing the likelihood of accidents.
• Additionally, because accidents are expensive, this of course increases the
funding gap, compounding the difficulty.

Have to Get This Done
• Behind this dynamic stands another, stemming directly out of the "can-do"
perspective. It is built on the belief that meeting one's target comes first, which
causes people to push go the extra mile -- again, increasing the risk of
accidents.

No Time for “Wasting Time”
• Because of the loyalty to meeting targets and the push to go the extra mile,
time spent on training and maintenance is necessarily reduced -- once again,
increasing the likelihood of accidents.
–

“People in the field overwork. There is fatigue - I know it.”
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“Among my 30 employees, they drive 38 vehicles that logged 750,000 miles in
2005.”
“I feel like we have a million other things on our mind and that you're worried about
getting to a place so you can get the work done, and then getting home.”
“How can they really be serious about cutting down on driving accidents if now I'm
going to have to drive to area three every day? I have heard that, and that is
probably—That's one of the catches. It’s a gotcha, because if they don't really want
to see that you have to have less people, well then that's a—Well, management can't
be really interested in my safety.”
“I think they did a survey after all of that happened, and I guess one of the rangers
sat down at the work center and watched as his employees came in. I think it was
astounding, like 30 or 40 percent didn't have seatbelts on.”
“We got a guy, he’s 64 years old, all right? His job, it’s a lot of driving. It’s a lot of—A
lot of our job, at least for this guy, drive around to different construction sites. And
you know, he’s 64 years old, you drive 300 miles a day, you get tired. So the guy
says, “Hey, can I pull over and take a nap if I get tired?” And they say no. Well, I
mean, what do you want him to do if he gets tired, keep driving, you know?”

8. Initiative Proliferation
“There are so many initiatives now, I ignore most of them unless they manifest or
actually affect me.”
On the face of it, initiatives are a supremely useful way to build competence and to
correct deficiencies. Resources can be channeled toward a specific goal for a limited
time, energizing areas of need and reinforcing agreed-upon goals.
However, the “Agency” as whole has become “hypersensitive” because of the “trauma”
of the centralization effort. That combined with budget pressures and anxiety over where
things are headed is creating an exaggerated reaction to almost anything else that gets
introduced. It can be likened to how the body it is afraid, any little noise can cause it to
jump when it would otherwise hardly notice.
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Figure 13—Initiative Proliferation

Engaging the Parts, Not the Whole
• Every organization has only so much capacity to absorb only so many
initiatives at once. Even without competition for resources, multiple initiatives
can serve to fragment the organization—perhaps requiring yet another
initiative to address the effects of previous ones.
• Even when an individual initiative succeeds, because of the specialized nature
of many such efforts the effect is not always apparent in the organization as a
whole. At best, the multitude of initiatives does some good and softens the
organization’s defense systems (often through sheer overload). At worst,
nothing changes and the backlog in challenges to be tackled does not get
resolved.
• Initiatives are the way that most organizations do business. Creating an
understanding that is a possible way to do business is no small task, and yet it
is essential to the ability to think in terms of both the “whole and the parts.”

This Too Shall Pass
• When an organization is as large and diverse as the Forest Service, and when
a series of initiatives seem to produce little return, employees become cynical
and information pools rather than disseminates. This downside limits the
effectiveness of current or future initiatives.
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Where Does the Budget Go?
• Initiatives are not only counterproductive, but also compete for attention and
resources, causing segments of the organization to become cynical about
“spending money for consultants but not being able to fix potholes.”
At last count there were at least six major initiatives active in the Forest Service:
Organizational Transformation, Business Operations Transformation, Establishing a
Safety Culture for the 21st Century, Diversity Initiative, Foundational Principles and Fire
Doctrine. No doubt there are other, smaller regional initiatives as well, including a
number of local reorganizations. As Chief Kimbell pointed out in her memo of February
22, “Clearly we do not have the capacity to conduct these efforts without some
coordination and prioritization.” Even with such efforts, the likelihood of such work
succeeding is historically small.
When framed as a stand-alone initiative, “Establishing a Safety Culture for the 21st
Century” tends toward the template of a “safety campaign”: it might benefit the
organization in the short term, but it is likely to have little impact over the long haul—until
the next campaign, with similar results. It is good that “Safety Culture” encompasses
both “safety” and “culture,” as it is only through exploring the deeper issues,
assumptions and challenges that lasting change will be possible. The next steps in this
approach consist of developing capacity within the Forest Service to become aware of
unsafe dynamics at all levels, and to root causes rather than symptoms of safety
challenges.
–

–

–

–

–

“What scares me about the safety culture thing, this initiative I call it, is that it will
be—It’ll focus a lot of—It’ll be overkill. I'm just afraid—And what happens when you
overkill is you lose sight of the things that are really important. And I’ve seen that
happen with safety programs before where you're so worried about things that are of
relatively little consequence and you're not seeing the forest through the trees…. I
don't know how many times I’ve seen things about drinking water. You're supposed
to drink water to stay healthy. You know I don’t need to see that all the time.”
“You know, an ecosystem management, all these little buzzwords. All those things
along the way, is we're getting further away from, like, actually producing—Going out
on the ground and producing things and just, you know, sort of be—Existing.
[laughter] Now what it’s gotten to is fire and fuel is the big in thing now.”
“Well, one thing that recurs as an issue, in buzzwords, this is yet another safety
initiative that I’ve seen over the years. You tend to get a little cynical because nothing
really changes very much…. And so if they start a safety culture, whatever the words
happen to be, I view it with a very—a grain of salt.”
“But I think what's happened so much, we're suffering from initiative overload. …
You know, we've heard that before, we've seen it before and there's no stick-toitiveness and so on.”
“I do believe that people look at it [Safety] as an initiative, or the flavor of the month
or whatever. And the trick is to, you know, get it in that very, very short list of things
that are core and the culture and it’s just who we are.”
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“If [the Safety Initiative] has a big name and everything, then people will just go,
‘Yeah, right. This is going to be like the last one. We did it for two years and then that
was it.’”
“There are so many reorganizations, "this [safety initiative] is another one." Each
chief has their own--I suppose safety is Gail’s initiative.”
“I wonder if we'll really be able to afford to fund the safety initiative.”
“The number of people keeps dropping, there aren't enough to carry out new
initiatives.”

And yet, Forest Service people haven’t lost their hope, their wits, and their enthusiasm—
which a great place to start from:
“It’s funny, the longer you work for an organization, you see these things that happen
time after time. Someone comes up with a great idea that you've happen, like, three or
four times in a row and then when it came to the end product, you’d never really seen
what—it ran out of steam. So anyways, I hope you guys come up with something great.”
“We have forgotten the good things we do. We get frustrated, but I feel pretty damn good
about my job! We need to get that out!”
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Appendices
Data on Forest Service Accidents and Fatalities
1998—2007 (First Quarter)

Total
Cases

Lost
Time
Cases

Date

Employees

Fatalities

(1stQ
2007)

36,838

516

171

5

2006

34,881

1,806

681

7

2005

37,876

1,857

705

9

2004

40,484

1,941

741

5

2003

40,461

2,001

775

6

2002

34,330

2,013

780

7

2001

37,349

1,591

606

8

2000

35,602

1713

727

6

1999

36,040

1603

662

7

1998

36,453

1591

615

3

37,053

1,791

699.1

6.4

Averages:
1998-2006

Source: OSHA statistics charting accidents (6,463 total) and fatalities (63) from 19982007.
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Interview Protocol
1. Tell us your situation…your own history/story
2. What does “culture” mean to you?
3. What is the “story”/internal story of the Agency and its safety culture?
4. What are some of the patterns of behavior that you see over time?
5. What do you believe are the underlying/root causes of these? What are the
underlying attitudes that drive these behaviors?
6. What is it about our culture/the culture of the Agency that makes it look this way?
7. What are some of the current practices that you would conserve/keep?
8. What are the “undiscussables”? What questions can’t/don’t get brought out and
why?
9. What is the potential of the current situation?
10. What would it take to have an environment where there were “0” fatalities? Is this
achievable?
11. What do you see as the role of senior leadership? The work of senior leadership?
12. (For those that serve on the ELT or NLT…) How would you describe the
dynamics of the ELT (or NLT)? How would you describe the interface between
the ELT and the NLT?
13. What do you believe are the 2-3 most critical areas to address in the next 3 to 5
years?
14. What is your hope for the Agency?
15. What would you like your legacy to be?
16. Anything else?
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Group Session Protocol
Time
(10 min.)
(15 min.)
(20 min.)

(15 min.)
(15 min.)

(15 min.)
(15 min.)

Activity
Brief intro by hosts. Context piece by us—why we
are here, how this fits w/Safety initiative.
Check-in: Name, where you were born / grew up,
what drew you to Forest Service.
In twos or threes, share 2 stories with each other: a)
one example of an outstanding instance of Safety
Culture at work, and b) one example of stunning
breakdown of Safety Culture.
Share these stories with wider group. Share
personally, not on behalf of group.
Inquiry into Safety Culture:
Write briefly in your notebook / writing pad your
thoughts on the following questions (one at a time,
with only a couple of minutes to write about each):
• Given your experience of success / failure (as
seen in previous section), what would you keep
of the current Safety Culture?
• What would you change or let go of?
• What deeper potential do you see in all this?
• What are you personally doing to help bring
about—or hinder—this deeper potential?
Reflect with your partner on your thoughts.

Notes
(Timings are for 3-to
4- hour session.)

Encourage people
to pair up with
someone they don’t
work with.
No “group reports”
Minimize
commotion between
this part and next:
Before they hear
journaling
instructions, have
people pair up with
someone. (Either
use same pair from
last part, or mix it
up.)
Display flip chart
with above
questions.
Hang flip chart
pages on wall
ahead of time, one
per person.
Can merge directly
into break (or not)

(10 min.)

Choose what you’d like to share with others and
quickly write up your thoughts on a flip chart. Share
something from each of the questions, but it doesn’t
need to be long.
Gallery review—go visit other pages.

(15 min.)

(Break)

(60 min.
adjustable)

Whole-group dialogue: Begin with a few questions,
and then we’ll let it open into wider consideration:
• What surprises you in what you’ve seen?
• Did you notice any patterns emerging?
• Is anything missing from the pages?
• If this group had a unified voice, what might it
be?
Summarize + Key themes, patterns, relationships

Can either do a bit
more of a personal
reflection first or go
directly to dialogue.

Check-out. (Possibility: “Name one thing about
Safety Culture that got you thinking today—bothered
you, inspired you, made you want to reflect more.”)

Take check-out
theme cue from
dialogue.

(15 min.)
(15 min.)
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Primer on Causal Loop Diagrams
Causal loop diagrams represent cause-and effect relationships. This means that arrows
do not indicate a sequence or chronology but a hypothesis on cause-effect relationships.
The elements constitute variables (not actions). Therefore, when one variable is
increased or decreased in a causal loop all other variables change, too. A “+” sign
indicates a change in the same direction (e.g., Workload  + Urgency means that an
increase in workload leads to an increase in urgency; or read: the more workload, the
more urgency). A “–“ sign indicates a change in the opposite direction (e.g., Urgency  Quality of Work means that an increase in urgency leads to a decrease in the quality of
work; or read: the more urgency, the lower the quality of work).
Inside of causal loop diagrams you see (counter-) clockwise arrows with an R or a B in
the middle. These arrows show in which direction you read a causal loop diagram. This
may seem redundant for single loop diagrams but becomes helpful for more complex
diagrams.
The R stands for reinforcing loop, the B for balancing loop. If you map the results of a
reinforcing loop to a behavior-over-time-graph, you see a growing or even exponentially
growing curve over time. In contrast, a balancing loop produces a stable, fairly flat curve
or one that oscillates around a trend over time. This is also where the distinction
between sequential actions and between cause-effect relationships becomes important:
A sequence of actions (e.g., representing a typical day in someone’s life in a causal
loop) does not translate to behavior-over-time-graphs.
A text box, as the one in the Capability Trap, stands for a stock. A stock is an asset,
something that accumulates or deteriorates over time. Inflows increase the stock;
outflows decrease the stock, just like water in a bathtub. For more on System Dynamics,
see Business Dynamics, Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World, John D.
Sterman, Boston: McGraw Hill, 2000.
In sum, a system dynamics causal loops-diagrams do not try to capture a static picture
but map dynamic interdependencies.
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